
NUSAS I S planning a series of mass
meetings to report back to students
on their regent talks with the ANC .
Lawyers are being consulted on
how to do this and not break the
law .
The campaign leading up to the
talks saw widespread mobilisation
of white students rationally . Over
96 percent of students at meetings
at UCT. Wits, Durban, Pieter •
maritzburg and Rhodes voted in
favour of holding talks .
"We went to gel information so

that students will get a better under-
standing of the ANC and political
conflict in SA said Nasas presi-
dent Brendan Barry,
"Whether students agree with

them or not doesn't affect the fact
that the ANC constitutes a major
force to the country" he said .
In a Joint statement after the talks

the ANC said it "appreciated the
significance of . and the democratic
manner in which the decision to
meet the ANC was taken"
The delegations said they ` agreed

that apartheid is the central cause of
conflict to SA and that the Pretoria
government is incapable of resolv-
ing South Africa's problems . Apar-
theid cannot be reformed . As such .
the creation of a united non -racial
and democratic South Africa on the
basis of one - person one vote lies in
the hands of the democratic forces
of our country" .
They also agreed that "the real
interests of the majority of white
South Africans do not he to the system ofracialdominationand

national oppression . White South
Africans have an important tote to
play now in the endeavour to
achieve a non-racial and democra-

tic society . In this respect . NUSAS
has an important contribution to
make within its constituency and as
part of the national democratic
movement", said the statement .
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